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Abstract. Peer recommender systems (PRS) in MOOCs have been shown to help
reducing attrition and increase performance of those who use them. But who are
the students using them and what are their motivations? And why are some students reluctant to use them? To answer these questions, we present a study where
we implemented a chat-based PRS that has been used during a MOOC session
involving 6,170 students. Our analyses indicate that PRS-users are students unsatisfied by other means of interactions already available (forums, social networks…), and that they seem to use it more to share emotions than to learn together, or to assess their progression against their peers.
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Introduction

Recommender systems (RS) have become the key to industrial success in several sectors (e.g. online stores, music or movie services…) and many of us rely on them daily.
They have also been used in the field of Technology Enhanced Learning, mostly to
recommend resources or other classes relevant to follow [1, 2]. A specific kind of RS
is those used to recommend other persons (persons to follow on social networks, potential mates on dating services…), which in a learning context can take the form of
peer recommender systems (PRS) [3]. It is therefore logical to wonder what a PRS, a
system allowing students to interact with each other while learning, could bring to an
MOOC. Previous studies suggest that such a tool can not only help reducing students’
attrition [4], as lack or loss of relationship is a good predictor of attrition [5], but also
increase success and participation [6]. Beyond the issues relative to the identification
of features to be used to make a good recommendation of a learner to another, we also
need to better understand the users’ motivations for using such a tool [7]: in our context,
this means knowing whether MOOC learners would have an interest in a PRS and actually use it, and what distinguishes these learners from those who choose not to use it.

This profiling would help us not only to improve the recommendation algorithms, but
also to better understand what aspects currently missing in the MOOC experience these
learners are seeking through the chat. It is even more interesting to study as reviews of
the use of RS in education mention little to no use of RS as PRS [1, 2].
The question raised by a peer recommender is related to a more general issue, identified
by researchers in Computer Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL), since 1995. Social learning has been demonstrated to be, in many contexts, the best way to learn, as it
allows students to identify and correct their misconceptions, as well as to improve their
overall understanding by sharing it with others [8]. When dealing with thousands of
students, it is obvious that some are not as involved as others for various reasons that
may involve a combination of trust, confidence, shyness, willingness to share, willingness to help others… Social Learning researchers are interested in analyzing the different ways for somebody to be engaged through an analysis of the traces they leave when
socializing.
In this paper, we aim at having a better understanding of this issue. To foster learners’
discussions in MOOCs, we have designed, implemented and tested a PRS. Our recommender provides each student with a list of potentially relevant persons and a way to
contact them directly through an instant chat system. This list is based on what the
recommender knows about the student’s profile and activities in the MOOC. We hypothesize that the students who have the keenest interest in social learning would make
the most active use of the recommender. The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows: in section 2, we present the context and design of our chat-based PRS and give
an overview of its functioning. In section 3, we present the actual experiment, including
the data collected, its preprocessing and the way it has been analyzed and the results
provided by the statistical analyses performed to identify correlations between the expressions of interest for a peer recommender and its effective use. We then conclude
the paper with a discussion on the lessons learned, their limits and the perspectives they
open for future work.
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Recommender in the GdP8 MOOC

2.1

Context of the experiment

In a first controlled-study conducted during a Project Management MOOC, we observed a significant improvement of students’ engagement, not only for those who interacted with the recommendations, but more largely, for all of those who accepted
using the PRS [6, 9]. We also collected critical feedback from users and stakeholders
concerning the design flaws of the widget (visual intrusiveness, difficulty to understand
the recommendation mechanism, chat and recommendation system being two distinct
elements of the interface…), the lack of interest for recommendation, and the potential
features overlap with forums and social networks. Therefore, it appeared interesting to
investigate the actual role of this peer recommender: who used it, who did not, and why.

This paper exploits data recently collected with a new version of our PRS implemented within the 8th GdP MOOC on project management, which took place between
September and November 2016. The MOOC relies on a proprietary modified version
Canvas platform made by Unow. In this MOOC, two certification levels are available:
basic and advanced. Both require students to follow and pass 2 specialization modules
among 13 available. These modules are available on a separate specialization MOOC,
which opens on the third week of the “common core course” (cf. Figure 1 for a timeline). The peer recommendation widget was only available on the specialization platform, from its opening on week 3 to the MOOC end on week 10. On this platform,
students learn and take quizzes individually, and no social interaction is encouraged
through the pedagogy (e.g. no collaborative task or need to network with others). Not
giving access to the widget on the core MOOC allowed us to ask participants if they
were lacking interactions from the regular MOOC experience.
The GdP MOOC has a special place in the French MOOC ecosystem, as its first
session (GdP1) was the first xMOOC (i.e. not run on connectivist principles) opened in
France (Jan-Mar 2013). It was developed from an existing Open Course Ware (OCW)
website [10] as an experience of running a distance learning course. It benefits from
high enrolment, with over 130,000 distinct students having participated in the 8 sessions
ran so far – some of them even returning several times [11] as the content evolves with
each edition. Only the latest edition (GdP8 – Sep-Nov. 2016) is studied in this paper.
2.2

The peer recommender system & chat widget

The PRS and chat appear as a single widget visible on every page of the specialization
module platform. It appears as minimized by default in the bottom right hand corner of
the interface (cf. Fig. 2a), and can be expanded with a click. When minimized, a red
cross allows users to opt out, which hides the button for the rest of the learning session.
Once expanded, it consists of 3 main panels (Fig. 2c) accessible through tabs at the
bottom of the interface. The first tab gives access to a list of discussion threads the
student has created or has been added to. Each discussion is identifiable by the avatar
of its creator and an excerpt of the first message. A click on a thread opens it (Fig. 2e),
allowing the user to read the messages posted in it and to contribute by sending a message. Each student was added by default into an initial thread providing information
about how the system worked. The second tab is used to initiate a discussion with a
group of 20 persons chosen according to one of three sets of criteria: (1) randomly, (2)
based on the student’s demographics (age, location, socio-professional category…) or
(3) based on the student’s progression in the specialization modules (which modules
they are following and how far they progressed, based on quizzes taken so far). Once a
type of recommendation is chosen, students have to type their first message in the thread
(Fig. 2d). The third tab gives access to a list of favorite contacts – initially empty, it can
be filled by adding persons met through group chats (Fig. 2f). These persons can then
be contacted individually. To ensure the widget was seen by everyone, a warning bubble (Fig. 2b) popped out after the first 3 pages visited. It disappeared forever after the
student either opened the chat or ignored it for 5 pages. Each panel also benefited from
a distinct help page, accessible through a question mark icon on the top right hand of

the interface. A dedicated forum thread was also opened to answer to specific questions
regarding the PRS.

Fig. 1. An overview of the timeline for the GdP MOOC (8th edition)
a. The minimized recommender button in MOOC interface

b. Warning bubble & opt out

c. The three main panels: discussion threads list, choice of a recommendation to create a new discussion
thread, list of previously added favorites with whom to create a new discussion thread

d. The interface to send the first
message to a new thread

e. The interface to read and/or
send a message to a thread

f. Adding a favorite, mousing
over their icon from a thread

Fig. 2. The peer recommender and chat widget: implementation and design
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Experiment

3.1

Methodology

Participants. 24,603 persons registered to the MOOC, among which N=6,170 logged
at least once on the specialization modules platform (i.e. were still active in the MOOC
by the time this platform opened in week 3) and were therefore exposed to the chat
system and its associated PRS in the interface.
Data collected. Before the start of the MOOC and in week 3, before the start of the
specialization modules, students were invited to fill in two questionnaires which included questions relative to their will to interact with others and socialize, as well as
the issues encountered so far with the GdP MOOC. The questions relevant to this paper
are summarized in Table 1. These questionnaires provided a few bonus points (less than
1% of the final grade) to encourage students to answer to them, but they were not mandatory, which explains a reduction of the sample size when considering students who
filled them. To increase the reliability of the questionnaire, the same concept was sometimes tested through different questions: we therefore merged these questions by calculating the average answer value (between 1 and 7) for all questions corresponding to
the same concept (cf. column “variable extracted”). Then the answers were dichotomized by excluding intermediate answers (e.g. if the value was between 3.5 and 4.5 for
an aggregation of several 7 point Likert scale answers), which led to different sample
sizes when considering each question.
In addition to this self-report data, we also considered log data collected in a database
tracking the use of the PRS during the specialization modules session. We tracked
whenever the MOOC participants were opening the widget, opening a discussion thread
within that interface and sending a message to an existing thread or to a new one. This
allows us to separate our sample of 6170 participants according to 3 criteria:
(1) whether they opened (Nopen) or not (Nnot-open) the widget at least once,
(2) whether they opened a discussion thread (Nthread) or not (Nno-thread) at least once,
(3) whether they sent at least 1 message to a discussion thread (Nmsg) or not (Nno-msg).
Experimental procedure. To compare PRS users from non-PRS users, we performed
multiple Pearson’s chi-squared tests for statistical independence between the 3 degrees
of use of the chat (opening, reading a thread, sending a message) and the aforementioned 7 variables, i.e. we made the null hypothesis that the use of the chat was independent from each variable.

Table 1. List of variables extracted from research questionnaires
Question (translated)
- It is important for me to succeed more than other
students

Answers

Variable extracted
GoalBetterThanOthers

- It is important for me to succeed well compared to
others in this MOOC
- My goal in this MOOC is to have a better grade
than most of the other students
- I’m not concerned by what others might think of
me
- I’m not concerned by the judgment of others
- I don’t worry about what others think of me
- When I think of the MOOC activities, I feel an
emotion I want to share
- I went to the forums to share my issues with other
students
- When I am stuck in the course, I seek advice from
other students
- I talk with other students about parts of the course
that appear unclear
- I interact with other students to know if we have
understood the same thing
- I go to social networks to share my issues with
other students
- I interact with other students to know how to handle the online courses
- For you, how useful are the forums in this
MOOC?
- How useful are social networks (Facebook,
Google Plus, Twitter, blogs…) to help you learn?
- I have contributed to the discussion forums
- I have shared on social networks to ask or answer
to questions, share my experience…
- One of the problems I face with this MOOC is
that I lack being in contact with other learners

7 point
Likert
scale
7 point
Likert
scale

FearOfBeingJudged*

7 point
Likert
scale

WillToShareFeelings*

7 point
Likert
scale

WillToInteractToLearn*

5 point
Likert
scale

PerceivedSocializationUsefulness

5 point
Likert
scale
Yes/No

PerformedSocialization
LackContactWithOthers

* for these variables, one or several attention filters were used, i.e. a fake question asking participants not to
answer anything was used to filter out those who answered anything to it

3.2

Results

Use of the chat with the recommender system. When separating the different participant samples based on the type of use of the widget, we found the following results:
- Nopen=3025 (49.03%) participants opened the widget at least once
- Nthread=570 (9.24%) participants opened a thread at least once
- Nmsg=206 (3.34%) participants sent at least one message in a discussion thread (84
of which created at least one thread).
Although they represent a minority of the participants in the specialization modules,
these figures are similar to the percentage of learners who tend to use social features in
MOOCs – usually from 3 to 15% according to a literature review from [12], higher in
platforms explicitly encouraging conversational learning (e.g. 24 to 45% of FutureLearn’s learners post at least one comment [13]). But more importantly, the sample
sizes are large enough to allow us to perform a more detailed study in order to identify
the features that distinguish these learners from the ones who did not use the PRS.

Comparing PRS users and non-users. The results (cf. Table 2) reveal that PRS users
and non-users differ according to numerous characteristics. In particular, participants
interested in doing better than others were more likely to send a message (although they
opened the widget and threads in equal proportion to others). Conversely, being afraid
of others’ judgment was negatively correlated with the likelihood of opening a thread
(moderately, p=.043) and sending a message (strongly, p=.002). Participants who expressed interest in sharing how they feel about the MOOC were more likely to welcome
the PRS, opening it and using it very significantly more. The will to interact with others
to learn was less correlated with the chat use, as only the action consisting in sending a
message was significantly more performed by those who liked learning with others.
Finally, learners who consider socialization to be useful, those who already socialized
either through the forum and/or through social networks as well as those who declared
not having enough contact with others were all very significantly more likely to engage
with the PRS (by opening it, reading the threads and sending messages).
Table 2. 3x7 Chi-squared test results: contingency table and p-values

GoalBetterThanOthers

0
1

FearOfBeingJudged

0
1

WillToShareFeelings

0
1

WillToInteract
ToLearn

0
1

PerceivedSocializationUsefulness
PerformedSocialization

0
1

LackContactWithOthers

0
1

0
1

Opened the chat
0
1
1222
1375
511
640
p > 0.05
230
315
1177
1376
p = 0.097
596
589
596
920
p = 0.000***
1069
1300
201
274
p = 0.261
691
695
674
1116
p = 0.000***
1176
1236
457
930
p = 0.000***
1921
2250
105
230
p = 0.000***

Opened a thread
0
1
2323
274
1008
143
p > 0.05
471
74
2283
270
p = 0.043*
1114
71
1271
245
p = 0.000***
2105
264
415
60
p = 0.352
1266
120
1521
269
p = 0.000***
2208
204
1126
261
p = 0.000***
3733
438
267
68
p = 0.000***

Sent a message
0
1
2514
83
1090
61
p < 0.01**
513
32
2474
79
p = 0.002**
1176
9
1425
91
p = 0.000***
2295
74
450
25
p = 0.020*
1359
27
1667
123
p = 0.000***
2368
44
1264
123
p = 0.000***
4023
148
300
35
p = 0.000***

n
3748

3098

2701

2844

3176

3799

4506

* p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001

Why don’t some people want to use a PRS in a MOOC? Until now, we have focused
on students who used the PRS, but in order to get a complementary perspective, we
also asked the 1,631 participants who did not use the recommender system but who

noticed it to explain their decision not to give it a try (surprisingly, despite the warning
bubble, 718 students declared not having noticed it, and 406 did not remember whether
they had seen it or not). Participants were allowed to choose one or more options (or
none, if none fitted their situation). Results are summarized in Figure 3. Overall, it appears that the main reason was the lack of a relevant question to ask, followed by a
preference for the forums (although it is unclear whether it is to reach more persons or
simply because the interface was more familiar to them as it was already accessible in
the main section of the MOOC). Around 8% of them mentioned issues, either technical
(e.g. the recommender might have not worked well on some exotic devices or browsers)
or practical (e.g. difficulties to understand how to use the chat, despite the provided
help system). Finally, a few participants mentioned they did not think others could help
them with the issues they were having. No participants felt intimidated by the widget,
which was the case in a previous version [9] where chat users had to choose individually
the persons they wanted to interact with, based on their avatar and short bio (if available). This result is confirmed by the fact that nobody reported having issues about being
in contact with unknown fellow learners.

Fig. 3. The identified causes for not using the chat interface

3.3

Discussion

Chat users differed significantly from learners who chose not to use it. In particular,
many were already users of other interaction media (forums, social networks…) and
apparently were not fully satisfied by the interactions offered – as opposed to the nonusers who stated that forums were enough for them. Moreover, combining the fact that
a quarter of the non-users had no relevant question to ask and the fact that chat users
needed to share feelings more than learning with others (which is consistent with [14]),
it appears that chat users are mostly seeking a way to track other students’ progress and
emotions to reassure themselves. This seems even more crucial for those who like performing better than others, as MOOCs rarely provide mechanisms to benchmark oneself against others the way classrooms do. It suggests the chat was used by participants
who feared being late compared with others: it would explain why the fear of being
judged is highly correlated with the chances of sending a message.
It is interesting to confront the benchmark hypothesis with another observation: participants fearing judgment of others opened discussion threads in proportions similar to
participants who did not, although they sent less messages. As we know from the questionnaire filled by people who did not use the chat, the fear to talk to unknown persons
is not a valid explanation of this behavior. It could therefore be consistent with the
aforementioned hypothesis, indicating a form of lurking behavior: they wanted to check

how well others were doing, without necessarily sharing their own progress – either
because they were doing better and it was enough for them to know it, or because they
were lagging behind and feeling too ashamed to let others know about it.
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Conclusion

In this paper, we have reported the results of the use of a peer recommender chat
system in a MOOC, showing that participants interested in interacting with recommended peers differed significantly from those who did not. The chat seemed to fill a
gap experienced by some of the MOOC participants who complain about the lack of
interaction with others despite the tools already available (forums, social networks…).
A detailed analysis of the answers also suggests the tool was mostly used to share emotions more than to actually learn together, and that it seemed interesting even to the
eyes of some participants who did not want to post a message, as a way of reassurance
on how well or not the others are doing.
Although implementing the PRS only in the second half of the MOOC allowed us
to measure what participants felt was lacking, the fact it was not a feature available on
day 1 may have reduced the overall use of the tool. In particular, as we know it may be
used as a way to keep social links and not to drop off, we have probably lost participants
who might have stayed around longer with this tool, but who had already dropped off
by the time it became accessible in week 3. Another limitation of this work, relative to
the analysis, is that we did not consider the final grade obtain by students, which could
be an additional indication for explaining some of the observed behaviors. An analysis
of the sequences of actions could also be relevant to confirm some of the hypotheses
we are making here. Finally, the actual content of the discussion between participants
would also need to be analyzed and maybe compared to the content of the forums.
In future work, we intend to use a similar version of the PRS in a new session of this
MOOC that would be accessible from day 1 and to possibly encourage its use for learning activities (since it did not appear to be the most common use this time). We also
wish to make our PRS system an open source plugin so that it can easily be embedded
in any MOOC; we do not foresee any issue as it relies on information that is not specific
to the GdP MOOC. The results of this experiment also raise questions about the interest
of having an embedded tool to better keep track of other participants’ progress.
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